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Now, your esteemed guests can achieve a complete workout in  
the luxurious environment of their own suite with the  

Carving Balance™  In-Room Fitness concept. 

The Carving Balance™  seamlessly complements exclusive  
suites with high value, sustainable materials, and the beauty of 
100% Dutch Design. As a winner of the prestigious Red Dot 

Design Award, the Carving Balance offers a visually stunning and 
technically unique fitness solution.

 
The In-Room Fitness concept gives your guests the opportunity 
to exercise in the comfort and privacy of their own surroundings. 

It is the ultimate upgrade that sets your hotel apart in the 
echelons of luxury, hospitality, and guest experience, creating 

innovative business opportunities. 
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Carving Balance™ in-room fitness  
Why it complements your hotel

 
Offer your guests the ease and privacy of exercising in the  

comfortable environment of their own suite. 

-

Generate extra profits by actively offering an attractive upgrade.

-

Offer a verified,  effective workout, which is accessible and appealing to a 
broad target audience. 

-

Carving Balance™ equipment is entirely user friendly and low maintenance.

-

Effectively use available space in your suites: Carving Balance™ requires  
only 1,7m2 (18.29 sq ft) surface area for full usage.
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 Carving Balance™ in-room fitness  
Why it appeals to your guests

 
Guests value healthy lifestyles, and the businesses that facilitate these routines, 

more than ever before (e.g. hotels, cruise ships, and restaurants).

-

Your guests will have the opportunity to exercise in the comfort and  
privacy of their own suite.

-

Your guests will receive clear, safe and professional guidance via the online 
Carving Workout Guide.  

This guide can be integrated into your hospitality television system.

-

Your guests book a suite with the expectation of luxury and exclusive  
furnishings. The Carving Balance™ underscores these qualities in your  

accommodation.

-

The Carving Balance™ offers diverse training programs, addressing  
many areas of fitness: improving cardiovascular condition, building muscle 

mass, reducing body weight, and enhancing core stability.
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3D Movement

Customer experience is shaped at deeper levels than the surface 
impression. The Carving Balance harmoniously links design and 

unique movement to fulfill your guests’ fitness needs. 

Lateral movements are often overlooked in daily activities or 
exercise patterns. A workout based on lateral movements gives the 
muscles new stimulus, leading to improved training results. 

The addition of vertical and rotational movement comprises a  
3D movement pattern unique to the Carving Balance.

Overview of possible training systems.
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Movement
Axial (e.g. walking or cycling)
Lateral (moving horizontally)

Vertical Movement
(moving upwards and downwards)

Rotational  Movement
(moving towards or away from  

the center of the body)

lateral lateral axial axial axial
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Carving Workout Guide
Your In-Suite Personal Trainer

 
With the six modules of the Carving Workout Guide, your guest will  

quickly become familiar with the movement and training possibilities of  
the Carving Balance™. The workout is accessible yet challenging  

for a broad target audience. 

The method invites and encourages guests with a variety of time-saving 
 workouts, useful background information and motivating coaching tips.  

With expert guidance, exercising becomes a pleasure and delivers  
brilliant results.  

This modular workout program can be consulted online or be made  
accessible through your hospitality media system. 
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Carving Balance™

Assortment

Item Price (Euro)

Carving Balance™ Personal Edition
Regular top cover color: Platin 7999

Different top cover color for Carving Balance™ Personal Edition
Antrazit  |  Jeans  |  Orange  |  Sand  |  Perle 280

Carving Balance™ Premium Edition 
Top cover of Nappa Tabak Leather and  
polished stainless steel frame work

9050

Carving Balance™ Custom made Edition
Based on your specific needs on request

Carving Balance™ Workout Guides
Quarterly subscription 150

All prices are exclusive of applicable value added tax,  
transportation and installation costs. 

Indication of lease possibilities
(Provisional to financing options)

48 months 60 months

Carving Balance™ 
Personal Edition 183  per month 154 per month

 Carving Balance™ in-room fitness  
Business case

The Carving Balance In-Room Fitness concept can be viewed as a service 
product. Guests partaking in the enjoyment of luxury facilities are certainly  

prepared to pay a higher price for a room appointed with furnishings, which 
add value to their hotel stay experience. Below are example calculations  

of possibilities for extra profits.

Investment 
Price in Euros

48 months

Carving Balance™ 
Personal Edition 183  per month

Calculation Example 
Based on an occupancy rate of 70%

Price in Euros

Upgrade room 
rate in Euro

additional 
revenue per 

month

Earnings per month 
(revenue -lease amount)

Return on investment 
lease-duration (48 months)

20 420 237 11.376

40 840 657 31.537

60 1260 1077 51.696

80 1680 1497 71.856
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www.carvingfitness.com  |  info@carvingfitness.com  |  +31 (0)499 - 472 211


